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ARTICLE
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Getting a driver’s license is a highly anticipated rite of passage for most teenagers. Being alone behind the wheel, in control of a 3,000-pound machine, is an honor, a privilege, and a sign of adult responsibility. How will that change when driver’s licenses become licenses “to cause technology to engage” with the increased use of autonomous cars? Will driver’s education courses, with their focus on safety rules and defensive driving techniques, be eliminated if all a vehicle operator needs to do is push a button and the vehicle does the rest? While arguably autonomous cars are safer, they will not be incident-free, so who is liable for the fender bender? If the vehicle operator did nothing more than push a button, current law that focuses on the actions of the tortfeasor might not apply, and the limited law related to autonomous computer systems may apply only in commercial transactions, not autonomous vehicles. Will the carmaker or the software programmer have liability, either for accidents or intentional damage caused by hacking? This paper discusses how the law must change to keep up with rapidly changing technology in autonomous vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

While many think of self-driving vehicles as something that can exist only in a futuristic Hollywood movie, they were conceived by General Motors at the 1939 World’s Fair.1 The technology is now developing quickly, with many states granting permission to test run or deploy self-driving vehicles.2 Many manufacturers have already released cars with limited self-driving features, and others predict that they will make self-driving cars available to

the consumer in the next few years. Questions about accident liability arise as this technology becomes more readily accessible to the general public. This article discusses the issues of liability concerning autonomous vehicles and how the law must change to address liability, whether it be of the manufacturer, the software designer, or the operator.

II. WHAT IS AN AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE?

Autonomous refers to “part-time operation of vehicles by intelligent systems capable of independently controlling some or all vehicle operations for part of a journey, or in specific roadway contexts.” Autonomous vehicles fall into two main categories: autonomous vehicles and semi-autonomous vehicles. Driverless cars, also known as autonomous vehicles, are those that do not require real-time human input to operate or navigate. “Instead, these vehicles use various sensors and computer software to collect and process information about the surrounding environment.” These sensors “collect information about both internal conditions, such as speed and direction, and external conditions, such as the environment and vehicle location.” Semi-autonomous vehicles, however, only direct “some aspects of safety-critical control function (e.g., steering, throttle, or braking) . . . [without] direct driver input,” but require supervision from a licensed driver.

The multitude of semi-autonomous and fully autonomous vehicle technologies that (a) already co-exist[,] and (b) are likely to multiply in coming years[,] led the [Society of Automotive Engineers] (SAE) International, a global association of engineers, to divide vehicle automation into [the following] six levels to provide “common terminology for automated driving”

4. Id.
8. Id.
as well as to provide a technical description of the differences between levels of automation[10]

A. Levels of Automation[11]

Level 0—No Automation: In Level 0 vehicles, a human driver is in total control of the primary vehicle controls (brake, steering, acceleration) at all times and is responsible for monitoring both the road and the vehicle. For example, a car without cruise control capabilities would be considered a Level 0 vehicle.

Level 1—Driver Assistance: Vehicles at this level have automation options for “either steering or acceleration/deceleration using information about the driving environment and with the expectation that the human driver perform[s] all remaining aspects of the dynamic driving tasks.” An example of a Level 1 vehicle would be a car with cruise control or electronic stability control. The driver[,] however[,] has overall control of the vehicle at all times . . . .

Level 2—Partial Automation: Level 2 vehicles have “automation of at least two primary control functions designed to work in unison to relieve the driver of control of those functions.” “[C]ombined functions” are the hallmark of Level 2 vehicles and include features like “adaptive cruise control [working] in combination with lane centering” that allow the driver to “disengage from physically operating the vehicle by having his or her hands off the steering wheel AND foot off the pedal[s] at the same time.” The driver, however, “is still responsible for monitoring the roadway . . . and is expected to be available for control at all times and on short notice.”

Level 3—Conditional Automation: Vehicles at this level “enable the driver to cede full control of all safety-critical functions under certain traffic or environmental conditions and in those conditions to rely heavily on the vehicle to monitor for changes in those conditions requiring transition back to driver control.” While the driver must be available for “occasional control,” the vehicle is designed to both ensure safe operation during automated driving and to provide the driver with a “sufficiently comfortable transition time” to reassume control over the vehicle. An example of a Level 3 vehicle would be a “self-driving car that can determine when the system is

[10] Id. at 27.

[11] See id. at 27–29 (explaining how the automation of vehicles is broken down by levels that correspond to the type of functions it can perform autonomously and the amount of required driver interaction).
no longer able to support automation, such as from an oncoming construction area, and then signals to the driver to reengage in the driving task.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) also notes that “[t]he major distinction between level 2 and level 3 is that at level 3, the vehicle is designed so that the driver is not expected to constantly monitor the roadway while driving.” There are no Level 3 vehicles currently available to consumers.

Level 4—High Automation: Level 4 vehicles are “designed to perform all safety-critical driving functions and monitor roadway conditions for an entire trip.” Unlike drivers of Level 3 vehicles, drivers of Level 4 vehicles are “not expected to be available for control at any time during the trip” other than to “provide destination or navigation input.” The entire responsibility for safe operation falls on the vehicle. However, “the automated system can operate only in certain environments and under certain conditions.” Level 4 vehicles are not yet available to consumers.

Level 5—Full Automation: In Level 5 vehicles, “the automated system can perform all driving tasks, under all conditions that a human driver could perform them.” A human being is not needed to supervise, monitor, or control the vehicle in any setting, or be a “fallback” option in the event of system failure.

B. Availability of Vehicles

There are approximately 1.4 billion cars on the road, and soon, millions of them may be self-driving. By 2035, industry insiders predict that “75 percent of vehicles sold worldwide will have some degree of autonomous capability.” Today, driverless cars are being developed by Lexus, BMW, Mercedes, and Tesla, and Google and Apple are working on the related technology. These driverless cars “rely on a range of sensors to interact with the world around them...”

12. Id. (citations omitted).


rotating roof-top LIDAR—a camera that uses an array of either 32 or 64 lasers to measure the distance between objects, building up a 3D map . . . and allowing the car to ‘see’ hazards.”16 There is an additional camera pointing through the windshield that detects pedestrians, cyclists, and traffic lights. In addition, there is a bumper-mounted radar to track vehicles in front of and behind the car, a technology that is already in use with cars equipped with cruise control.17 Furthermore, many driverless cars also have antennae for geolocation information from satellites and sensors on one of the wheels to monitor movement.18 However, the sensors cannot adjust to “extreme sunlight[,] weather[,] or even defective traffic lights.”19

According to Christoph Reifenrath, senior manager in technology marketing of Harman’s infotainment division, a supplier to Audi, BMW, and Mercedes, “[c]ar-to-car and car-to-infrastructure communication is essential for enabling autonomous driving[.]”20 For example, cars driven by humans, including emergency vehicles, will need to be able to communicate with autonomous cars sharing the road.21

Apple—long engaged in its self-driving car project, Project Titan—has downsized its staff devoted to the project.22 However, Apple “continue[s] to believe there is a huge opportunity with autonomous systems, that Apple has unique capabilities to contribute, and that this is the most ambitious machine learning project ever.”23 Such a change in its commitment to the project could be related to a fender bender in which a human Nissan driver rear-ended an Apple test vehicle.24

C. Benefits of Autonomous Vehicles

One of the autonomous vehicle’s most important potential benefits is better safety, based on the fact that “94% of serious [vehicular] crashes are

16. Id.
17. Id.
18. Id.
19. Id.
20. Id.
21. Id.
23. Id.
24. See id. (implying the fender-bender influenced Apple’s decision to restructure Project Titan).
due to human error.”

Motor vehicle crashes killed 37,133 people in the United States in 2017, suggesting many lives will be saved if we remove the opportunity for human error. Mothers Against Drunk Driving supports the advancement of autonomous vehicle technology as it could end drunk driving and related traffic deaths.

Beyond impaired driving, autonomous vehicles would eliminate collisions, deaths, and traffic associated with distracted driving, because the car would be responsible for driving. More so than solving existing bad driving habits, autonomous-vehicle technology can open transportation options for the elderly, blind, and others whose physical impairments currently prevent them from operating vehicles.

In addition to safety, autonomous vehicles present opportunities for savings on property damages and fuel. “Since self-driving cars could eliminate human driver error and be less likely to crash, property savings would add up to $190 billion in the U.S. alone.” Because machines are more efficient than people, 15–31% in fuel savings could result from letting the cars be in control as they would be driven more efficiently with smoother traffic flows. Since self-driving cars could drop off and pick up passengers at the curb, parking spaces could be made narrower since space would not be needed to allow for doors to open and passengers to get in and out. “That could free up 6.8 billion square yards in the U.S. that is

31. Woodyard, supra note 29.
currently being used for parking lots—the equivalent of the Grand Canyon and Zion national parks combined . . .”32

Of course, one of the greatest benefits is an improved commuter experience, since self-driving cars would allow commuters to do whatever they please as they travel to work.33

Much like public transportation users, commuters in self-driving cars would be free to read, watch videos, work, or even sleep, but unlike public transportation, commuters could do these activities in the privacy of their cars.34 Not only would this be a more pleasant experience for commuters—it would result in productivity gains of $507 billion annually in the U.S., where Americans would otherwise spend seventy-five billion hours a year driving.35 Productivity gains, combined with the health benefits of reduced stress from not battling traffic, means “autonomous cars could contribute $1.3 trillion in annual savings to the U.S. economy alone, with global savings estimated at over $5.6 trillion.”36

Autonomous cars will be a “treasure trove for data,”37 which may be seen as both a good and a bad thing. For example, the car will record which restaurants the operator frequents, resulting in invaluable information for competitors and allowing for targeted marketing.38 However, consumers who are already concerned about data privacy may not be so excited about such marketing efforts.

32. Id.
38. Id.
In late 2017, Waymo, the company that started as Google’s autonomous-car division, announced it integrated “several design elements intended to help the elderly and people with disabilities.”\(^{39}\) Although the company commenced the design of a smartphone app that will be “easy to use and accessible to those with disabilities,”\(^{40}\) users may not agree with the assessment of easy. While Waymo plans for riders who are hearing-impaired to be able to follow the route on laptop-sized screens, Marjorie C. Younglof, who is deaf, wonders not only whether deaf people could successfully communicate with the cars, but also whether seniors would struggle, stating “They are not as quick as younger people are to latch onto new technology and incorporate it into their lives.”\(^{41}\) Waymo is further considering “ways in which a vehicle could give an audible signal to a blind person when it arrives for pickup.”\(^{42}\) Moreover, “key control buttons in current Waymo Level 4 vehicles are marked in Braille.”\(^{43}\) Making the cars accessible for physically disabled riders may be more difficult, particularly accommodating wheelchairs. However, carmakers want to be sure to meet legal requirements, including the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.\(^{44}\)

D. Testing

While many states are permitting test run or deploy self-driving vehicles,\(^ {45}\) and sixty companies are testing 300 autonomous cars, California is a leader in autonomous car testing,\(^ {46}\) permitting autonomous cars without steering wheels, foot pedals, mirrors, and/or human drivers behind the


\(^{40}\) Id.

\(^{41}\) Id.

\(^{42}\) Id.

\(^{43}\) Id.

\(^{44}\) Id.; see also 42 U.S.C. § 12101 (explaining how “physical or mental disabilities in no way diminish a person’s right to fully participate in all aspects of society, yet many people with physical or mental disabilities have been precluded from doing so because of discrimination.”).

\(^{45}\) See Autonomous Vehicles, supra note 2 (outlining different tests and studies states are conducting regarding self-driving vehicles).

wheel to be tested on its roads. 47  Waymo, 48 a Google affiliate, tested its cars in Palo Alto, California suburbs, near the Google headquarters. 49  Its state of California permit allowed testing during both day and night, city streets, rural roads, and highways up to sixty-five miles per hour. 50  Waymo said:

Our vehicles can safely handle fog and light rain, and testing in those conditions is included in our permit[.]  . . . We will gradually begin driverless testing on city streets in a limited territory and, over time, expand the area that we drive in as we gain confidence and experience to expand. 51

In autonomous cars with a driver behind the wheel, the driver can always take over if the car does not respond appropriately. In driverless cars, however, what happens if the car has conflicting information or does not have the right programming to proceed? According to a Waymo statement:

If a Waymo vehicle comes across a situation it doesn’t understand, it does what any good driver would do: comes to a safe stop until it does understand how to proceed. For our cars, that means following well-established protocols, which include contacting human engineers and testers at Waymo for help in resolving the issue. 52

---


49. Hawkins, supra note 47.

50. Id.

51. Id.

Uber is testing autonomous vehicles, many of which, including those in Pittsburgh, use two Uber employees in the front seat.53

Uber uses the test drives to work out any kinks navigating in urban environments.54 There have been many such kinks since, on average, the autonomous Ubers required employee intervention every 0.8 miles.55

When tested in Berlin traffic, an autonomous Jeep “slams on its breaks every few hundred yards, like a nervous teenager with a learner’s permit,”56 because grass or street litter triggers its sensors. Carmakers must continue to work perfecting the hardware and software to make autonomous vehicles safe.

III. WHAT CAN GO WRONG?

A. Accidents

Accidents can happen with autonomous vehicles. The firstfatality in a car accident involving a partially self-driving vehicle occurred on May 7, 2016.57 Joshua Brown, a forty-year-old business owner, and former Navy SEAL was driving his 2015 Tesla Model S down a highway in Williston, Florida when the vehicle “drove under the trailer of an eighteen-wheel truck” that had turned left in front of his vehicle moments before.58 The impact sheared the roof off the Tesla,59 and Mr. Brown was pronounced dead at the scene.60 At the time of his death, Mr. Brown had the vehicle’s


55. Id.


59. Krisher & Lowy, supra note 57.

60. Id.
“Autopilot” engaged. A glitch in the Autopilot system was a partial factor in his death: “his car’s cameras failed to distinguish the white side of turning tractor-trailer rig from a brightly lit sky and didn’t automatically activate its brakes.” Media voiced their scrutiny regarding the safety of autonomous cars, including The New York Times, who brought the capability of computer operation into question. Subsequent reports found that Mr. Brown may have been watching a Harry Potter movie at the time of his death, even though Tesla had explicitly warned customers its Autopilot feature was not reliable enough for a driver to stop paying attention to the road while the autonomous system was engaged.

Another fatality caused by an autonomous car occurred in Tempe, Arizona, where Uber was experimenting with the use of autonomous cars. Elaine Herzberg, age forty-nine, was crossing the street outside of a crosswalk. An Uber car in autonomous mode with a driver behind the wheel struck and killed Ms. Herzberg. Uber halted its autonomous car program in several cities the following the incident, but stated “We’re committed to self-driving technology, and we look forward to returning to public roads in the near future . . . . In the meantime, we remain focused on our top-to-bottom safety review, having brought on former Chair Christopher Hart to advise us on our overall safety culture.”

B. Programming Errors, Software Glitches, and Cybersecurity

Just as hardware malfunctions, an autonomous vehicle’s software can malfunction or be hacked. Programming errors can cause the operating system to glitch, which in turn can cause the vehicle to crash. “As with

61. Dugan & Spector, supra note 58.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id.
hardware malfunctions, these defects will subject the manufacturers of autonomous vehicles to strict liability, giving them a financial incentive to subject the vehicle’s programming to reasonably safe methods of quality control.  

Many people do small things indicating they give little thought to computer hacking: opening phishing emails, not installing anti-virus software, and often failing to backup data on external drives or in the cloud. But it will be important for people to be vigilant with respect to software maintenance and updates with a computer-operated car. Hopefully, the risk of physical safety will be more compelling than the risk of identity theft in encouraging consumers to bear some of the responsibility for protection against hacking.

Cybersecurity is another potential for manufacturer liability. Hackers may stage and implement an attack exploiting individual vehicle’s electronics, such as its event data recorder system. This could pose severe risks, such as stalling vehicles in intersections and disrupting the flow of traffic or making real-time speed adjustments, both of which could cause significant damage and disruption. “Such an attempt to exploit and gain control over an electronic control unit would likely subject the attacker to federal criminal liability under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986, . . . Digital Millennium Copyright Act, . . . and [the] USA PATRIOT Act.” If an autonomous vehicle “crashes because a third party hacked into the operating system,” and the “system did not function as expected or intended[,] [t]he malfunction would subject the manufacturer to strict

70. Alexis C. Madrigal, 7 Arguments Against the Autonomous-Vehicle Utopia, ATLANTIC, (Dec. 20, 2019), https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/12/7-arguments-against-the-autonomous-vehicle-utopia/578638/ [https://perma.cc/AHR7-8Q6L] (noting that, as argued by University of Washington legal scholar Ryan Calo, “the physical danger that cars pose is far greater, and maybe the norms developed for robots will be different from those prevalent on the internet . . . .”).
71. Geistfeld, supra note 69, at 1694.
73. Id.
74. Christopher Wing, Better Keep Your Hands on the Wheel in that Autonomous Car: Examining Society’s Need to Navigate the Cybersecurity Roadblocks for Intelligent Vehicles, 45 HOFSTRA L. REV. 707, 723 (2016).
liability, although the matter is not clear at this point.”75 Even if the operating system is created or installed by a third-party, the vehicle manufacturer may be liable. “California defines the manufacturer of an autonomous vehicle as the one who ‘originally manufactures the vehicle and equips autonomous technology,’ whether or not that person is the original manufacturer of the underlying vehicle.”76 Additionally, “the original manufacturer is not released from liability resulting from third-party installation of autonomous technology, and there is no designation that a third-party installer is liable for defects.”77

Within the current legal framework:

[An] autonomous vehicle would subject the manufacturer to tort liability only for crashes caused by malfunctioning physical hardware[,] . . . malfunctions of the operating system caused by either programming error . . . or third-party hacking[,] . . . the manufacturer’s failure to adopt a reasonably safe design or to provide adequate warnings for ensuring safe deployment of the vehicle[,] . . . or the manufacturer’s failure to treat consumers and bystanders equally when designing the vehicle . . . .78

In order to adequately allocate the risk of this innovation, a liability system is required in which the manufacturer is neither overexposed to liability, as this would discourage innovation, nor underexposed to liability, as this would undermine the purpose of liability law—namely the prevention of accidents and the compensation of victims.79

Some argue that commercial aircraft have operated on autopilot for years, but the aircraft software is probably safe “because it does not rely on machine-learning algorithms” as autonomous car software does.80 The car software may work well for the one hundred cases for which it has a programmed response. But what about the one case for which it has no programmed response?

75. Geistfeld, supra note 69, at 1694.
76. Wing, supra note 74, at 721.
77. Id.
78. Geistfeld, supra note 69, at 1694.
80. Madrigal, supra note 70.
Another concern is hacking for a criminal purpose or weaponizing technology. For example, recently, in *Eichenwald v. Rivello*, defendant Rivello, knowing that plaintiff Eichenwald suffered from epilepsy, sent a tweet containing a strobe light with the intent to cause a seizure. Eichenwald argued that Rivello "use[d] the electronic capabilities of a computer as a weapon . . . .” Since autonomous cars rely entirely on computer systems, hacking could have devastating results. After learning that hackers could wirelessly control things like acceleration, windshield wipers, and the radio, Fiat Chrysler recalled 1.4 million Jeep Cherokees. During testing, researchers learned that car sensors could be confused by stickers on road signs, often placed by vandals. The stickers could cause the sensors to ignore a stop sign, which could result in a serious accident.

C. Programming Moral Decision-Making

One of the challenges of autonomous cars is programming the ability to make moral decisions. For example, if the car must choose between striking a garbage can at the curb, or a pedestrian jaywalking, the car will make that choice based upon its programming. Edmond Awad, a postdoc at the MIT Media Lab, was involved in a study to determine how humans make such decisions in order to guide programming decisions. In the study, “participants were asked ‘How should autonomous vehicles be programmed?’” in response to several hypothetical situations. He said that the study “is . . . trying to understand the kinds of moral decisions that driverless cars might have to resort to . . . .” After studying responses from over “2 million online participants from over 200 countries,” some findings were expected, such as human life has precedence over animal life

---

82. Id. at 769–70.
83. Id. at 775.
85. See id. (considering the consequences of autonomous cars misinterpreting traffic sign stickers).
87. Id.
88. Id.
and the lives of many take precedence over the life of an individual.\textsuperscript{89} However, surprising was that the lives of young people take precedence over older people.\textsuperscript{90}

IV. LIABILITY AND LEGISLATION

Autonomous vehicles will have a broad impact on society, from commuting to insurance, which will impact how legislation is developed.\textsuperscript{91} In the event of a crash involving an autonomous vehicle, there are many directions to look to assess liability. We might look to the operator, the car manufacturer, the software manufacturer, or—in the case of smart cities—the government of that city.\textsuperscript{92} But when these various components are working together, how do we assign liability to one party over another and will current law adequately answer this question?

Volvo Car Group President and CEO Håkan Samuelsson announced in October 2015 that Volvo would “accept full liability whenever one of its cars is in autonomous mode.”\textsuperscript{93} “While some academics assert that the manufacturers of AVs [autonomous vehicles] should be held liable for their crashes under a products liability model,\textsuperscript{94} others claim that products liability would strangle the introduction of self-driving cars and advocate for

\textsuperscript{89} Id.

\textsuperscript{90} Id.

\textsuperscript{91} See generally Kurt M. Gosselin, Navigating the Policy Landscape to Bring You Autonomous Vehicle Legislation to Your State, 2015 N.Y.U. J. LEGIS. & PUB. POLY QUORUM 85 (2015) (examining the benefits autonomous cars will provide to society).

\textsuperscript{92} California law currently considers the “manufacturer” of an autonomous vehicle, for legal purposes, to be the entity that modifies the vehicle by installing autonomous technology. Cal. Veh. Code § 38750(a)(5) (West 2015). In the case of an intelligent road system that helps to control vehicles, the road designer, likely a government employee, could lead to government liability. Gary E. Merchant & Rachel A. Lindor, The Coming Collision Between Autonomous Vehicles and the Liability System, 52 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 1321, 1328 (2012).


\textsuperscript{94} See generally Jeffrey K. Gurney, Sue My Car Not Me: Products Liability and Accidents Involving Autonomous Vehicles, 2013 U. ILL. J.L. TECH & POLY 247 (commenting on how current laws are ill equipped to deal with the challenges that new technology like autonomous vehicles present in assessing liability between driver and manufacturer when autonomous vehicles are involved in accidents); Kevin Funkhouser, Note, Paving the Road Ahead: Autonomous Vehicles, Products Liability, and the Need for a New Approach, 2013 UTAH L. REV. 437, 452 (explaining how the introduction of autonomous vehicles will present new challenges for car manufacturers and their potential liability for accidents).
‘strict liability to autonomous car owners.’ Current products liability law was not written with autonomous vehicles in mind and, therefore, may need to be revised to address issues specific to such vehicles.

Liability questions arise when a car is in a self-driving mode. “Is the driver negligent for not taking control of the car prior to the accident?” The answer to that would depend, in part, on whether there was a driver or merely an operator, based upon the degree of automation. Perhaps the software designer would liable because the program did not avoid the accident. In *Bookout v. Toyota Motor Corp.*, a jury heard extensive testimony from embedded systems experts for the first time. Plaintiffs argued the source code in Toyota’s electronic throttle system caused a September 2007 Oklahoma accident where plaintiff Jean Bookout was seriously injured and plaintiff Barbara Schwarz died—each receiving $1.5 million from the jury, suggesting that juries will award damages for computer error. Should the car manufacturer bear the risk? The challenge there will be allocating liability since the software is embedded in the manufactured car.

While there is already a robust body of law pertaining to automotive and highway safety, it seems likely that those laws will need to be amended since they are based on the assumption that a human being is in control of the vehicle, rather than artificial intelligence. Given that ‘autonomous technology innovations are severely outpacing legislation designed to allow


96. See Balough, supra note 14, at 7 (acknowledging liability as a key issue arising in self-driving car accidents).

97. Id.


100. See id. at *1 (deciding a case in which a vehicle made by Toyota was involved in an accident which led to severe injuries and death).

101. See id. (noting once after the award was announced, the parties reached a settlement to avoid punitive damages).

102. See id. (acknowledging discourse between experts on whether embedded systems in automated cars allocated liability).
for its use,” lawmakers should be feeling pressure to address a new set of laws suited to driverless cars.

A. State Law

States are already taking steps to keep up with autonomous technology. Twenty-nine states have enacted or adopted laws pertaining to driverless cars. “As growing numbers of states pass ‘a patchwork of rules’ pertaining to driverless cars, industry officials have grown concerned about inconsistencies between those rules and about their ability to manufacture autonomous vehicles that will comply with the laws of all fifty states,” urging Congress to enact federal legislation to regulate the use of autonomous vehicles.

Two types of provisions appear repeatedly in state laws and pending legislation: (1) “operator” provisions, those which define the human who engages an automated vehicle as the “operator” of that vehicle, and (2) “override” provisions, those which require some degree of supervision and/or intervention on the part of the human occupants of automated vehicles in given scenarios.

“Traditional motor vehicle laws defined the term ‘operator’ to mean the individual actively controlling the vehicle—typically from the driver’s seat.” Therefore, those laws will be inadequate to address autonomous vehicles.

105. Pearl, supra note 9, at 45 (acknowledging the growing call for federal legislation).
106. See id. (acknowledging the growing call for federal legislation).
107. Id. at 47–48.
108. Id. at 48.
B. Cities

Technology lies not just in the cars, but with the infrastructure of the roads. For example, Daimler, BMW, and Audi spent $3.1 billion for the Nokia Here mapping service, which is:

[Laying] the foundations for the next generation of mobility and location based services. For the automotive industry, this is the basis for new assistance systems and ultimately fully autonomous driving. Extremely precise digital maps will be used in combination with real-time vehicle data in order to increase road safety and to facilitate innovative new products and services.109

“The types of advanced vehicles under development will interact with ‘smart cities’ that use state-of-the-art sensors to monitor and adapt to traffic flows in real time, accelerating the flow of people throughout the city.”110 But how will that impact liability? If the city has a programming error, or the internet connection is lost, there could be massive traffic jams or worse yet, multi-car crashes. While cities are developing the technology to be “smart,” they must also implement laws to address such technology.

C. Semi-Autonomous and Autonomous Related Laws

Semi-autonomous cars are those that use Driver-Assistance Systems (DAS), which are incorporated into conventional vehicles and are capable of taking over one or more functions of the dynamic driving task under certain operating conditions. Levels 0, 1, 2, and 3 Vehicles fall under this category. “These functions improve the interface between the driver and the vehicle in such a way as to provide better control or more convenient operation but do not fundamentally alter the roles of the driver and vehicle in executing the [driving task].”111 Levels 1, 2, and 3 vehicles are not intended to operate fully autonomously, and thus, human supervision of these vehicles (and intervention when appropriate) is a critical component

110. Zients & Holdren, supra note 33.
of their safe operation.\textsuperscript{112}

“Historically, both criminal and civil liability for automobile accidents or traffic law infractions attached to the operator of a vehicle.”\textsuperscript{113} California’s law states that the ‘‘operator’ of an autonomous vehicle is the person who is seated in the driver’s seat, or, if there is no person in the driver’s seat, causes the autonomous technology to engage.”\textsuperscript{114} These laws seem to be “based on the belief that the person who presses the ‘start button’ should accept the consequences of what that entails. Thus, the captain should be responsible for her ship.”\textsuperscript{115}

When it comes to override provisions, these laws appear to be rooted in a very significant assumption that human-driven cars are safer than autonomously-driven ones.\textsuperscript{116} These laws presume:

(1) human drivers will adequately supervise autonomous vehicles, (2) human drivers have the capacity to regain control of autonomous vehicles quickly and safely when necessary, and (3) human intervention is the safest option available (or at least not more dangerous than leaving control with the automated technology) if and when autonomous vehicles malfunction or encounter difficulties on the road.\textsuperscript{117}

But override provisions do not make sense for levels 4 and 5 vehicles because neither of them (a) require human supervision or (b) have a way for humans to take control.\textsuperscript{118}

What would be the case for fully autonomous vehicles in which the human driving element is eliminated? “A vehicle is autonomous in the sense that it can drive without human assistance (or indeed, any human in the vehicle at all).”\textsuperscript{119} “When the vehicle’s occupant is no longer executing the dynamic driving task, human driving error is no longer the cause of an accident.”\textsuperscript{120}
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“Instead, the manner in which the vehicle executed the driving task becomes the focus of inquiry.”121 “The vehicle, however, cannot be legally responsible for its performance (it is, after all, not truly autonomous), which leads to the question of who should be responsible for the vehicle’s operation: The consumer of the product (the owner and, potentially, users) or the manufacturer? 122 An important question in cases involving autonomous cars, “therefore, has been who, specifically, was in control of the vehicle at the time of the incident.”123 This legal responsibility is totally different from those involving conventional or semi-autonomous vehicles.124 Are human beings in all of these situations the “operators” of these vehicles? Thus far, states have answered that question with a resounding “yes.” . . . These types of provisions, however, raise two questions: (1) can human beings be held legally responsible for actions of autonomous vehicles driving in autonomous mode, and (2) if so, is this form of liability fair? With regard to the first question, under current laws, the answer seems to be “yes.”125

In semi-autonomous vehicle cases, holding drivers liable for accidents makes sense, but in autonomous vehicles, it is not easy to hold the driver liable. If a vehicle experiences a system glitch in full autonomous mode and causes an accident, we cannot hold the driver liable, because in this case, a human is not the cause of accident or injury. “The problem, however, is that states with ‘operator’ provisions make all autonomous vehicle-related traffic or driving infractions strict liability offenses, much like the rest of the traffic and driving violations currently on the books in most states.”126 Holding human “operators” liable for the actions of autonomous vehicles is extremely problematic because it is inconsistent with some of the most fundamental philosophical underpinnings of criminal law: the goals of retribution, deterrence, and rehabilitation.127

With an autonomous vehicle like Google’s prototype, certainly, no objectives of punishment are served by holding the operator criminally liable for traffic violations . . . The vehicle lacks a steering wheel, accelerator, and brake pedal. Therefore, the operator does not cause, nor has any opportunity to prevent,

---
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the violation. In such a case, the person does not have any blameworthiness to punish; no one—the operator or society—is deterred because owners of a vehicle like Google’s prototype can do nothing to prevent the violation; isolating the person will not provide any benefit to society; and no additional instruction could prevent the offense in the future.  

Additionally, holding human operators strictly liable for the actions of their autonomous vehicles may actively deter people from using autonomous cars at all.  

If humans are concerned that they may be charged for an accident or violation caused by a vehicle that (a) they do not have the ability to control and (b) they may not have even been present in at the time of the incident, owning and operating a driverless car is likely to be viewed as too risky by all but the most courageous (and amply insured) of us.  

This would be a net loss for society because we would lose the extraordinary benefits that can come from greater use of autonomous vehicles.  

“Liability law serves the two main purposes of compensation and deterrence, that is, protecting the injured party by ensuring compensation and providing incentives for the ‘responsible’ person to take adequate measures to prevent the occurrence of damage.” In order to incentivize the manufacturer to make incremental improvements in safety design, “[t]he vehicle manufacturer is the adequate risk bearer[,]” particularly in levels 4 and 5 vehicles.  

Even though the vehicle keeper can take some measures to reduce the risk of malfunction of the vehicle, it is chiefly the manufacturer who can influence product safety through diligent design and construction and who can instruct the user about the product’s risks. Manufacturers profit from the business of  
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selling automated vehicles and can transfer some of the costs back to consumers through higher vehicle prices.

Manufacturers must make a business decision whether or not to invest in this type of vehicle innovation. If they do so, it is their duty to provide the expected safety, or else they will be faced with claims. The possibility of recourse against the manufacturer does not impede him from escaping liability if he proves that he was not able to detect the defect in conformity with state of the art at the time of placing his product on the market.

D. Federal Law

“[E]stablished by the Highway Safety Act of 1970[,]” the mission of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), part of the Department of Transportation (DOT), is to “achie[ve] the highest standards of excellence in motor vehicle and highway safety.” The NHTSA achieves those standards “by setting and enforcing safety performance standards for motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment, and through grants to state and local governments to enable them to conduct effective local highway safety programs.” In connection therewith, it is responsible for developing safety standards for autonomous cars.

Congress may be helpful with respect to assigning liability as it has previously passed legislation clarifying that individuals can be held to contracts entered into by their electronic agents so that could be extended to self-driving cars. While it is true that courts have not assigned legal personhood to robots, Congress lent support for an agency
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139. Samir Chopra, Computer Programs Are People, Too, NATION, (May 29, 2014) http://www.thenation.com/article/180047/computer-programs-are-people-too [https://perma.cc/53DT-X8Q7] (suggesting that legal personhood should be extended to robots much like it was
That could be helpful, as a popular approach to liability has been the law of agency rather than products liability, on the theory that the car is the agent of the operator. However, one hurdle might be that generally, tort law treats taxi drivers as the agents of the taxi company, not of the person paying the fare. It might take further revision to the law in order to make the car the electronic agent of the owner.

V. FUTURE OF AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES—NOT JUST CONSUMER AUTOMOBILES

The future of autonomous vehicles is not just consumer automobiles. Mikael Makinen, president of Rolls-Royce Marine, has predicted that “[a]utonomous shipping is the future of the maritime industry. As disruptive as the smart phone, the smart ship will revolutionise the landscape of ship design and operations.” The Sea Hunter is a fully autonomous unmanned surface vessel christened in April 2016 by the U.S.

extended to corporations, and asking whether autonomous vehicles should “be treated like a pet or a child or something else?”.
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Navy that looks for enemy submarines and underwater mines. Also, in 2016, Rolls-Royce announced its autonomous cargo ship, referred to as a drone ship, that should be ready to cruise waters without a crew, allowing shipowners to “optimize operations and maximize profit.” Without the cost and weight of a crew, the ship will burn less fuel and have more room for cargo. While this may be the future of commercial shipping, it raises questions about how international treaties will govern these activities and where liability will fall if something goes wrong. After all, when these treaties were written, the standards of minimum manning and proper manning did not contemplate an unmanned vessel.

Similarly, duties assigned to the master of a ship will need to be assigned elsewhere, whether to a remote operator, if the ship is considered to be a drone, or perhaps to the manufacturer or software developer if it is considered to be an autonomous vehicle. Further, the Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGS) provides that every vessel must “at all times maintain a proper look-out by sight and hearing.” Proponents of the autonomous technology will likely
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argue that advanced radar and sonar installed on the autonomous ship will satisfy the COLREGS requirement and might be better than human monitoring due to the lack of human fatigue.  

Another off-highway application for autonomous technology is the mining business. Mines in Western Australia are experiencing great success using autonomous trucks for round-the-clock mining operations, achieving a 20% improvement in productivity. According to Sandvik Mining’s Asia Pacific business line manager for load and haul, Malcolm Mauger, “[w]e’re in a situation now where mines are going really deep, we’ve got hot temperatures, you don’t want to have your people exposed to it and there’s also emissions.” Fortescue Metals Group Chief Executive Elizabeth Gaines said that “[s]ince the introduction of the first [autonomous haulage system] AHS truck . . . in 2012, AHS trucks have safely travelled over 24.7 million kilometres.” However, in 2019, two AHS trucks at the mine collided after Fortescue’s control center lost Wi-Fi coverage, demonstrating another risk of autonomous vehicles. On another continent, at the Syama underground goldmine in Mali, Africa, resolute managing director John Welborn estimated twenty-two pieces of automated equipment would increase safety and cut mining costs up to 30%. It will be important to establish rules and regulations not only in the consumer operator context but also for industrial uses of autonomous technology.
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VI. CONCLUSION

“Autonomous and connected vehicles have the potential to transform lives and the global economy, and we need an all-hands effort to ensure that the United States remains at the leading edge of developing and testing this technology.”157 While that may be true, we still have a long way to go to establish guidelines for liability. State lawmakers have stepped up with some legislation, but ultimately, we are going to need a federal law to regulate the use of and liability for autonomous vehicles. In many European countries, a practical solution is already in place, holding the vehicle owner strictly liable for the operational risk of autonomous systems.158 “Compensation of the victim is ensured by the possibility of taking action against the holder of the self-driving car or preferably against his mandatory insurer.”159 Furthermore, this system “requires insurers to be able to take recourse against the vehicle manufacturer in case the automated vehicle fault for the accident was indeed defective.”160 Additionally, lawmakers seeking passage of fair and practical driverless car laws must prudently “tailor those laws to the specific types of autonomous technologies at issue”161 as “[p]artially autonomous cars raise an entirely different set of regulatory challenges than fully autonomous cars and thus should be treated differently under the law.”162 The biggest challenge will be whether federal lawmakers can act quickly enough to pass federal legislation in advance of the widespread use of autonomous vehicles. Otherwise, “the question of calibrating and maintaining all that equipment would be entrusted to people like me, who don’t wash their car for months at a time.”163
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